CHAPTER-14
ELEMENT OF POLITICS IN DAILY LIFE
The process of life is very elaborate in dealings for accomplishments which make the
schedules of daily life very compact such that it is hard to look into the matters of polity governing the
basics of life for most of the people. The reason of thinking about politics startles the common man as
the turnaround in political base is always in clause with dismantling the existing structure having
established norms and privileges to the personal folds. The viewpoint of existing norms is sufficient
grounds to bring about the change in the political base if these norms are insufficient to establish order
in life. The association of politics is thus based with effective provision of necessary whereabouts
which can suffice the cause of the public. So seeking a political change is to be looked upon as
hanging your whereabouts to new dimensions and changes. Is there a viable solution to the problems
of the masses which gets in clause with the association of politics with provision of administration on
set lines of rules and regulations? There is a direct conflict with the philosophy of politics which
reasons the clause of justice as supreme and mandatory to continue on the set lines of the philosophy
of the constitutional norms. Politics is reasoned as provisions of justice and progressive culture such
that effective management of the resources of the country brings about tranquility in the working
attires of the public. All said well said we will look into the reason of political platform in clause with
welfare of the people in this article.
The element of political base is to be located in the folds of complete safety to the public
works and next be in clause with the welfare of the people which has to lead in work culture of the
new domain by change in the political base. The in clause argument of the new political base is to be
located into the capabilities of the people and optimization of procedures for maximum benefit to all
range of citizens. The issues such as these it is essential the transformation to the new dimension in
political base is to be looked upon into the capabilities of the new leaders and new horizons they
propose for combinational work culture to achieve its extremity. The combinational effort leads to
feasibility of new horizon and has its propellant the ideology of new horizon which can optimize thus
lead to welfare of maximum number of people. This should be the selection criteria of the new
political base. The attributes of governance will remain unchanged but the identification marks of the
change will manifest in the form of change of leaders who have the new power to guide.
The certifications of new leaders who propose the change have to lend itself to testimony in
the public in the wide range and domains such that the voice of change is duly in lines with the clause
of provision of governance which is to hold the new horizon through the wishes of many and against
the established order of outdated norms. The current is in itself tumultuous and explicit recognition

has to be the order of certification for the new incumbents of power. The clause of element of politics
thus need to get certified to the dictate of public view thus need to get wholly reconciliatory to the
public domain who next need the authoritative organizations to guide the destiny of certification all
the way to the echelons of power.
The governance as such should manifest to the desires of the public thus should be a
provision of law and justice to suit the feelings thus desires of the public. The rational of politics lies
in clause with optimistic approaches which can lead to idealism and guide the political base with their
thinking for maximum benefits to the populations. The viability of political folds has the roots in
supreme work culture which manifests its folds at every stage in the form of advantages and gains to
the society thus nation. Hue and cry is not about the tribe or society to which you belong the real folds
of politics are engrossed in the viability to dictate an order which is truly the new identification mark
in the service to the mankind thus nation.
The ridicule of verbatim is not the aim but the real dictation is on terms which have the
potential to guide the destiny of the mankind to new horizons. The guidance to this perpetual
threshold has to be located into the disciplinary grants of thoughts guided to personal folds by many a
big giants of the country and widely accepted in all circles of administrations. The perpetual
governance direction has to yield to all terms in living and manifest as an order of supreme identity.
The element of politics thus has to yield to terms in life and has to be guided through the wishes of the
people which have to go against the established order of outdated norms.
The denomination of the new power base has to be located into the possibilities of judicial
aspects it holds amidst public and accountability of governance structure it guarantees to the public.
The new political base should be molded to yield to terms of dominance in work culture and should
propagate perpetual effects as threshold measures to certify the order of dominance. The extent to
which dominance affects the social norms should next be in clause with the structure of governance
which has to certify the order of dominance and yield to the wishes of the people to certify the new
political base. The order of dominance has to perpetually manifest to the terms in life such that they
hold the gross reality of teaming millions of downtrodden people. The order of dominance thus should
be static and should be beneficial in large proportions which can guarantee the workouts of
governance folds.

